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vermillion rise mega park
Vermillion, Indiana, United States

Environmental Restoration / Park  

What do you do with 28.5 square km of land annexed in the 40’s by the US military to mass-produce 
weapons for one of the greatest conflicts known in history? To many within the tight-knit communities 
of Vermilion County, Indiana, this query holds significant value. In 1941, homes, farms, churches and 
a school were displaced in light of the turmoil and conflicts of WWII; leaving families who thought they 
had established roots with no other choice but to move. The result was our Army’s occupation and 
establishment of the Newport Chemical Depot that stood both operational and static for more than 
60 years until named on the list for Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) in 2005. The ramifications 
of this stronghold coupled with the upswing in large scale cropping practices has caused a great 
strain to the economic viability of the surrounding communities.

The Newport Chemical Depot was first known ¬as the Wabash River Ordnance Works and was 
originally made up of 8,800 hectares. The nearby water from Wabash River was a vast and valuable 
resource for the Army that can still provide up to 378,541 kiloliters of water a day to the site. Shortly 
after the attack on Pearl Harbor, the site became home to the manufacturing of Royal Demolitions 
Explosives (RDX), all the heavy water for the Manhattan Project, TNT during the Vietnam Conflict and 
all of the VX Nerve Agent for the US defense stockpile. In addition to the production of VX, Newport 
safely stored the VX (around 1,135 kiloliters) until its deconstruction and elimination completed on 
August 8th, 2008. This history of manufacturing led Newport Chemical Depot to become the largest 
employer in Vermillion County employing over 1,000 workers and over 2,000 during the VX production. 
This is significant to a county that has a decreasing population of 16,000.

The Newport Chemical Depot encompasses a unique composition of vast rural forested wetland 
areas, military relics, manufacturing and transportation infrastructure, and access to ample amounts 
of resources; water, gas and electricity. The site is capable of accommodating large companies in 
need of 400 plus hectares of land to meet their manufacturing needs while managing and restoring 
the natural environment that is home to an array of natural systems, wildlife and the endangered 
Indiana bat. Ideal industries include alternative energy, food production, research and educational 
sectors. These two sectors, natural and economic, have the potential to equally share and coexist 
throughout the entire site.

The concept of Reuse was applied to visualize a master plan that responds to a local, regional and 
global context. By reusing the infrastructure left behind, the site responds to sustainable practices 
and causes less stress to existing natural systems. In addition to the host of program the site will 
provide, two of the biggest opportunities for reuse are found with the remnants of the smokeless 
powder plant and the magazine bunkers. 

After being officially decommissioned in July 2010, the 2,895 hectares of site today resides with one 
owner and is currently known as Vermillion Rise Mega Park. The site has since been evaluated and 
remediated by specialty outfits and is nearly ready to move forward with a reuse plan that will split 
the site in two between the natural and built environment. This 50/50 plan responds to the pressing 
needs of a community that is affected by unemployment and simultaneously respects their natural 
environment. Today, Vermillion Rise is tackling this obstacle with the support of our government, 
major employers, local and state utility outfits, CSX Railroad, the Department of Natural Resources 
and most importantly the local communities that have long awaited the revival, and re-integration of 
this decommissioned military base. 





regional context

proposed site + context

The relationship between Dana, Newport and 
Vermillion Rise conference and support facilities is 
connected and made significant with the proposed 
primary road connecting
to state roads 63 and 71.
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Built Context

Military Relics

Chemical Depot

Richmond Magazines

RDX Plant

TNT Plant

Bookend Smokeless Powder Plant

Existing roads
Proposed Primary Route
Built Context
Ranney Wells

Infrastructure

infrastructure 

military relics 
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Prairie Restoration Area
Natural Areas + Open Space
Parks + Recreation / Bookends Park

Shared Recreational Path - Original on-site 
 Rail System
Recreational Trail

Trail head

Ecological Footprint

Indiana bat habitat
 

Proposed Context

Mega Site Business + Technology
Highway-Oriented Commercial Development
Shared Research + Conference Facilities
Agriculture + Forestry

On-site Rail Opportunity

Economic Viability

Vermillion Rise Mega Park is capable of accommodating large companies in need of 1,000 plus acres 
of land to meet their manufacturing needs while managing and restoring the natural environment 
that is home to an array of natural systems, wildlife and the endangered Indiana bat. Ideal industries 
include alternative energy, food production, research and educational sectors. These two sectors, 
natural and economic, have the potential to equally share and coexist throughout the entire site. 
Relationships above demonstrate a progressional development pattern.

ecological footprint

economic viability



existing site proposed site plan
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bookends drive-in center

bookends park

section B

Historical Learning Center

Bookend

Aid Climbing + Repelling /Tactical 

obstacle coarse Climbable Berm

section cut detail B1



The smokeless powder plant remnants, known as the 
bookends, are 44 massive concrete structures aligned 
in three rows covering 23 acres. These structures were 
the stem walls and foundations of structures never 
completed in 1942. With nature already reclaiming the 
area, the bookends provide the perfect infrastructure 
for a park. Practically located at the center of the site 
and adjacent to the proposed conference and support 
facilities, these structures can now be the foundation 
to support an array of activities. Activities include a 
sculpture park, museum, a tactical obstacle coarse, 
open space, viewing platforms, running-biking-walking 
trails and a drive-in movie theatre. The park itself will 
also serve as the backdrop to a proposed amphitheater.

bookends park concept design

Aid Climbing + Repelling /Tactical 

obstacle coarse

Climbable Berm

Pedestrian Bridge /

Trail

Historic Sculpture of Bomb

Historic Sculpture of Fighter

Plane

Pedestrian Bridge Drive-in Theatre

Trail

Historic Sculpture of Fighter

Plane

Pedestrian Bridge / Trail

Proposed Primary Road

Forested Area

section cut detail B1

section cut detail B2

section cut detail B2

B



prairie restoration area

watershed forested area

section B

The 52 magazine bunkers used to store explosives are earth covered on 
three sides for safety, they are staggered in layout and encompass 230 
acres. These Magazines harness a serene objective. Located within the 
confines of wetland forested areas and agricultural cropping practices, 
the potential here lends itself to lodging and retreats. These bunkers 
can be added to the list of lodging alternatives to compliment the 
proposed hotel’s lodging potential along the commercial avenue and the 
proposed University research facilities. Potential users are researchers, 
travelers, biking and hiking enthusiasts, hunters, and business related 
affiliates.

Magazine Lodging

Agriculture Look-out Tower Watershed / Forested Area



magazine forested / agricultural area

Cemetery

prairie restoration area

Magazine in Watershed / Forested Area



brickell green space
Miami, Florida, United States

Urban Park      

Many cities around the nation are trying to revive their downtowns, adding more apartments and 
condominiums — usually high-rises — to lure new residents.

But as urban dwellers grow in numbers, they need places to get outside. Yet, in many cities, like 
Miami, neighborhood parks can be hard to find. The Trust for Public Land ranks Miami 94 on a list of 
100 cities when it comes to park acreage per 1,000 residents — just 2.8 acres per 1,000 residents, 
versus 4.5 in New York and 6.2 in Los Angeles.

The parkland ratio is even lower in the downtown neighborhood of Brickell, where about 30,000 
people live crammed together in a forest of condos. The neighborhood sprang up practically 
overnight. Brickell was initially a financial district, a kind of “must have” address for Latin American 
and European Banks. But the residential population more than doubled in the past decade.

The more people want to live here, the harder it can be to make certain aspects of urban life actually 
livable. In response the transformation of  a vacant lot into a new urban park for the area generate s 
a new quality of life, breaking up the monotony of a densely developed area and providing places for 
people to exercise or simply gather.

Compositing

Adobe Illustrator
Adobe InDesign
Adobe Photoshop 
Autodesk AutoCAD
Autodesk Maya
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cycle path

master plan

runners path

vehicular circulation

Brickell Park’s conceptual design approach is rooted in recreation, preservation, and urban 
mobility. The design implements a distinct relationship between the historic significance of 
Tobacco Road and the Miami River waterfront with its axial pedestrian path. A waterfront plaza 
with ample rest areas under shade trees sits at the end of this path and is designed to connect 
to future Riverwalk plans. Three tennis courts and two open fields, which double as flex fields, 
provide residents of Brickell with much desired public sport facilities and open green space with 
scenic views of the waterfront. The park design encompasses a ¼ mile running/walking loop 
that taps into greater Brickell 5k, 10k and longer running loops.

Acknowledging the abound possibilities with the 5th street metro mover station and adjacent 
context, the park design envelops the base of the station to provide more access and openness 
to activate pedestrian activity. Pedestrian mobility is welcomed with the decreased number of 
vehicular lanes and the widened sidewalks that extend seamlessly into the park. Identifiable 
bike lanes have also been retrofitted into the streetscape design that stretch underneath the 
bridge toward the SW 7th street intersection. The streetscape with incorporated riverwalk 
also converge under the bridge and extend toward SW 7th street. This proposed and extended 
streetscape design provides connections toward the waterfront, m-path, commercial/
entertainment district, proposed plaza, green space and a water-taxi station within the 
neighboring park area.
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symbiosis

The Wildlife Learning Center [WLC] in the Cemex FEC Quarry promotes a better understanding of the 
relationship between the sensitive context of the Everglades and the importance of quarries to the 
South Florida region.  The WLC features a classroom and visitor center, and its surroundings host 
native flora and fauna that depend on the wetlands ecosystem for survival.

The center is divided into four essential sections that allow circulation and program through the 
site. The visitor progresses through the site and transitions from an Everglades environment into an 
industrialized site where the visitor is educated about the quarrying process. The industrialized site 
in turn transitions into a restored area that itself transforms into an agricultural zone.  A network of 
boardwalks allows circulation and enables visitors to see and experience the site without the need 
to disturb it. The city grids and its current infrastructure are used as juxtaposing elements on site to 
better communicate the importance of the quarries to the cities they create and the environments 
they depend on.

Miami, Florida, United States

Environmental Education Center / Park





city grid + major highway composition



city grid + highways extraction site circulation

master plan
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wetland restoration

quarry sector

industrial sector

industrial generation



What do you do with 11 square miles of land annexed in the 40’s by the US military to mass produce 
weapons for one of the greatest conflicts known in history? To many within the tight-knit communities 
of Vermilion County, Indiana, this query holds significant value. In 1941, homes, farms, churches and 
a school were displaced in light of the turmoil and conflicts of WWII; leaving families who thought they 
had established roots with no other choice but to move. The result was our Army’s occupation and 
establishment of the Newport Chemical Depot that stood both operational and static for more than 
60 years until named on the list for Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) in 2005. The ramifications 
of this stronghold coupled with the upswing in large scale cropping practices has caused a great 
strain to the economic viability of the surrounding communities.

The Newport Chemical Depot was first known as the Wabash River Ordnance Works and was originally 
made up of 22,000 acres. The nearby water from Wabash River was a vast and valuable resource for 
the Army that can still provide up to 1 million gallons of water a day to the site. Shortly after the 
attack on Pearl Harbor, the site became home to the manufacturing of Royal Demolitions Explosives 
(RDX), all the heavy water for the Manhattan Project, TNT during the Vietnam Conflict and all of the VX 
Nerve Agent for the US defense stockpile. In addition to the production of VX, Newport safely stored 
the VX (around 300,000 gallons) until its deconstruction and elimination completed on August 8th, 
2008. This history of manufacturing led Newport Chemical Depot to become the largest employer 
in Vermillion County employing over 1,000 workers and over 2,000 during the VX production. This is 
significant to a county that has a decreasing population of 16,000.

After being officially decommissioned in July 2010, the 7,155 acres of site today resides with one 
owner and is currently known as Vermillion Rise Mega Park. The site has since been evaluated and 
remediated by specialty outfits and is nearly ready to move forward with a reuse plan that will split 
the site in two between the natural and built environment. This 50/50 plan responds to the pressing 
needs of a community that is affected by unemployment and simultaneously respects their natural 
environment. Today, Vermillion Rise is tackling this obstacle with the support of our government, 
major employers, local and state utility outfits, CSX Railroad, the Department of Natural Resources 
and most importantly the local communities that have long awaited the revival, and re-integration of 
this decommissioned military base.



bookends drive-in 

magazine lodging + research facilities
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PerFORM[D]ance

PerFORM[D]ance House responds to the dynamics of its local environment, its inhabitation and its use, exploring the 
generative, performative  opportunities of an adaptive, sustainable architecture.

A modular 10’ x 10’  grid and a centralized core free the plan and façade for maximum openness and transparency, 
establishing a powerful discourse between inside and outside.   Articulated through independently operable layers of 
enclosure, the building perimeter, glazed and also louvered, can be infinitely adjusted in response to environmental 
conditions and user preference.  A counterbalance mechanism allows the adjustable perimeter louvers to swing open, 
forming a wide canopy that fully shades the interior and exterior spaces of the tropical house. 

A contemporary interpretation of traditional porches, the canopy accentuates the horizontality of the house, while 
enabling user control of daylighting and natural ventilation patterns. The versatile design adapts to the local tropical 
climate and allows for various levels of enclosure that can change seasonally --to protect the glazed façade in 
response to dynamic weather conditions-- or programmatically --according to desired levels of privacy and thermal 
comfort. During the day and evening, building integrated LED’s along the louvered panels respond to variances in 
internal loads due to occupancy.  And in response to our local climate, these same louvered panels can serve as 
hurricane shutters, protecting the house from high velocity winds. 

The pavilion-inspired plan with large protective canopies creates an opportunity for an integration of architecture and 
landscape that complements and enhances the home’s sustainable goals.

A constant materiality of wood decking throughout the project helps maintain a sense of continuity. The exterior deck 
is also shifted off the rectilinear and geometrical axis of the house. This shift emphasizes the modularity of the design, 
creates opportunities for the integration of landscape elements, and facilitates circulation through the site.

Incorporated within the decking are various pools and specially selected plant species designed with specific 
performative qualities: Native plants that have been historically valued for their ability to filter sediments, reduce 
runoff, cool and oxygenate water are used in bioremediating plant beds that treat stormwater runoff collected from 
the roof. Edibles are planted close to the kitchen, and water features that are part of the biofiltration and irrigation 
strategy are equipped with LED’s that respond to variations in water quality and become important elements that 
enhance the exterior microclimate and aesthetic.  The shifted grid of the elevated deck encourages circulation and 
habitation, making a more dramatic approach to the house with convenient access to perimeter gardens and seating.

Compositing

Adobe Illustrator
Adobe InDesign
Adobe Photoshop 
Autodesk 3Ds
Autodesk AutoCAD
Autodesk Maya

Miami, Florida, United States                
Washington, DC, United States  

Environmental Education Residence  |  Competition              

|  2010
|  2011





concept development strategy

northwest concept perspective
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west view elevation

south view elevation

east view elevation

north view elevation



northwest day view

northwest night view
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front yard

r + j bennett 

Compositing

Autodesk AutoCAD
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe InDesign
Adobe Photoshop 

Florida, United States     
           

Residential  |  Design + In-Progress   

|  2012
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back yard (2)

back yard (1)
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